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The principle of compassion lies at the heart of all religious, ethical and spiritual traditions,
calling us always to treat all others as we wish to be treated ourselves. Compassion impels us
to work tirelessly to alleviate the suffering of our fellow creatures, to dethrone ourselves from
the centre of our world and put another there, and to honour the inviolable sanctity of every
single human being, treating everybody, without exception, with absolute justice, equity and
respect.
It is also necessary in both public and private life to refrain consistently and empathically from
inflicting pain. . .We acknowledge that we have failed to live compassionately and that some
have even increased the sum of human misery in the name of religion.
We therefore call upon all [people]to restore compassion to the centre of morality and religion
~ to return to the ancient principle that any interpretation of scripture that breeds violence,
hatred or disdain is illegitimate ~ to ensure that youth are given accurate and respectful
information about other traditions, religions and cultures ~ to encourage a positive
appreciation of cultural and religious diversity ~ to cultivate an informed empathy with the
suffering of all human beings—even those regarded as enemies.
. . . Rooted in a principled determination to transcend selfishness, compassion can break
down political, dogmatic, ideological and religious boundaries. Born of our deep
interdependence, compassion is essential to human relationships and to a fulfilled humanity. It
is the path to enlightenment, and indispensable to the creation of a just economy and a
peaceful global community.
Sermon:
When I was here two weeks ago, I preached a sermon on being religious, and lifted up a list
of qualities that I consider central to religious life. And I warned you that for the rest of the
summer, I'd be taking those qualities and expanding on them one by one.
I'm actually skipping the first one, which had to do with our coming together in intentional,
covenental communities, because community will be your theme for the month of September.
So I'm jumping right to the quality of compassion.
But please understand these qualities are all interconnected. Compassion grows out of our
sense of connection to others, and the place that most of us experience that most deeply is in
the communities we create together. And if we are able to cultivate compassion, we create
deeper and more meaningful communities.
Many years ago, I was struck by a piece in the Unitarian Universalist World magazine by the
Rev. Bill Schulz. His final line was this: “What the world aches for is not louder voices, but
kinder hearts.”
We are good at being loud voices. Sometimes for very good and important causes. But how

kind are our hearts? Developing a kind heart, or cultivating a heart of compassion, maybe the
most central task of the religious life. Compassion is not pity. Pity allows us to keep our
distance. But the word compassion comes from two Latin roots that literally mean “to suffer
with.” True compassion requires that we see the other as equal to, and indeed part of,
ourselves. It's not enough to be sorry that they are suffering. We must feel their suffering and
want to eliminate it if we can.
Compassion is the foundation of the Golden Rule – and some form of that rule is found in
every major religion of the world. We are told to want for others what we want for ourselves.
And just as we ourselves don't want to suffer, so too we shouldn't want anyone else to suffer.
Compassion allows us to feel the connection between us in a way that softens and opens our
hearts.
It would be nice if something so important were easy to cultivate. But religious historian
Karen Armstrong reminds us that it's a difficult, life-long spiritual journey and practice.
Are some of you familiar with Armstrong's TED talk from 2008? TED stands for Technology,
Entertainment and Design, and every year this non profit organization gives awards to people
who they believe are making a difference in the world. The award came with a prize of
$100,000, but to Armstrong's mind the other prize it carried was more important – TED grants
its recipients a wish for a better world. And Armstrong knew immediately what she wanted –
their help in creating, launching and promoting an international charter for compassion, which you heard as our reading this morning. If you want to learn more about the charter and
the process that created it, you can visit charterforcompassion.org. I'll just say that it's the
product of the input of thousands of people of all different faiths from more than 100 countries.
After the launching of the charter Armstrong followed up with a little book called Twelve Steps
to a Compassionate Life. I think she realized that telling us how important it was to put
compassion at the heart of our faith and our life was not enough – we needed some help on
how to do it. She's convinced that humanity is suffering from an addiction to egotism. So she
created her own 12 step program to help us fight that addiction and learn how to cultivate
compassion.
(All further references are drawn from Twelve Steps to a Compassionate Life by Karen
Armstrong, Alfred A. Knopf, 2011.)
She points out that compassion is at the heart of every faith tradition she has studied. But
religion has been used as a tool to judge and conquer other human beings more often than it
has been used to cultivate compassion. Maybe the reason that religions emphasize
compassion so much is precisely because it doesn't come naturally to us. We have that old,
reptilian brain that tends naturally to competition and survival. (Armstrong describes the
power of that reptilian brain in our continuing instincts for what she calls the four F's: feeding,
fighting, fleeing, and reproduction.)
But with her vast knowledge of history – and religious history in particular – Armstrong also
insists that we have a natural and indwelling tendency toward altruism and compassion. It
just takes a lot of work to override the first in order to live out of the second. We must actively
and intentionally nourish our compassionate nature and resist our tendency to judgment,
competition and self-interest. Her book is a how-to manual.

I want to name all twelve steps this morning, and expand on a few that have especially helped
or challenged me. I hope it won't feel too much like a book report, but I want you to hear all
twelve steps because of the way they build on each other. Armstrong suggests that we
should take them one at a time, practicing each one until we have made it a part of who we
are and how we live in the world before moving on to the next. Some steps could take years
of work. This is a life-long journey, not a morning's education.
Her first step is simply to learn about compassion. She traces the development of the golden
rule through each major religion and the emergence of compassion as a central value in each
tradition. And she encourages us to look to our own faith traditions for their teachings.
Step two is simply then to look at our own world. What are we seeing, in our families,
workplaces, communities, country? Where could we be making a difference?
Step three is to have compassion for ourselves. I want to say more about that one because
it's harder than it sounds. In Buddhist meditation there is often a call for “compassion for all
sentient beings, beginning with myself.” It's a reminder that we can't have true compassion
for others until we develop it for ourselves. I have a lot of resistance to this step. Although I
was raised in a humanist UU household, I somehow deeply internalized the message I always
saw at the YMCA when I went for swimming lessons: “God first, others second – I am third.”
Working on compassion for self feels like saying “I am first.” It feels somehow morally
suspect.
And yet I'm convinced that most of our “bad” behavior – our aggression, our anger, our
judgmentalism – is rooted in our self-judgment, our self-hatred. To give a very simple
example. If I'm running late, and angry with myself for running late, I'm much more inclined to
get angry at anyone who slows me down. . . . . whereas when I'm on time, or when I've
forgiven myself for being late, I don't have those reactions. I'm calmer, and kinder.
You know, in a question and answer session with the Dalai Lama once, someone asked him
about how to work on self-hatred. He didn't understand the question, because he had no
framework for understanding that concept. Can you image feeling like that, how liberating it
would be?
When we are open and compassionate toward ourselves, it softens our heart. We are less
self-protective, less prickly. When we have compassion for our own weakness, and
compassion for our own suffering, we have a better understanding of the weakness of others,
and are more inclined to wish that they not suffer. It starts here.
Step four is empathy. We need to open our hearts to the pain of others, and feel it as if it
were our own. This is hard, especially with people who we feel on some level deserve their
pain because they've done such bad things. Haven't we all said “well, he was asking for it.”
Can we hold the tension in our hearts of judging the action, but still feeling the pain of the one
who suffers for it, and not want them to suffer? Here I really see the way the steps build on
one another, because if I have compassion for my own suffering – even when it has grown
from mistakes and bad choices that are my own fault – then I'm more likely to feel
compassion for another's suffering – even if I think they have brought it one themselves, even
if I dislike or mistrust them.

Step five is mindfulness – familiar to any of you who have done any Buddhist practice. We
need to pay attention, notice what we experience and how we react. Mindfulness allows us to
gain more control over those reactions. Maybe we have one of those old, reptilian responses
– feeling threatened, or angry. But if we stop and pay attention to it, we can choose, with
practice, not to identify with those reactions, to say “ This is not my true self.” We can notice
how anger or resentment make us feel bad, and cause us to focus on ourselves instead of
others. Once we notice that we're happier when we are reactive, less angry, we may be
motivated to learn to respond differently.
So mindfulness leads naturally into step 6, which is action. Armstrong suggests making a
resolution to act even once each day according to the Golden Rule, and treat someone else
the way you would like to be treated. And then turn it around, and also refrain from doing
something you would not want done to you. Applied to driving habits, this would transform the
Pennsylvania Turnpike. Or think about your daily interactions, your daily speech. That quick
comeback that has an edge to it? That bit of juicy gossip you're dying to share – only with a
trusted friend of course. Would you want it shared if it were about you?
Step 7 is to recognize how little we know. I think this one's especially hard for Unitarian
Universalists because we don't have a foundation of humility in our tradition. (That's a sermon
I'd love to preach.) Armstrong writes “Religion is at its best when it helps us to ask questions
and holds us in a state of wonder – and arguably at its worst when it tries to answer them
authoritatively and dogmatically.” We get that when it comes to theology, but when it comes
to social and political issues, we are so sure we're right that that we may not know how to
listen to anyone with a different perspective. We have to willing to learn from people, even
when we disagree with them.
Step 8 then follows right on the heels of that, asking us to consider “How should we speak to
one another?” So often we use dialogue and discussion as an opportunity to score points
and put forth our own opinion. What would happen if we allowed dialogue to open our minds
and help us learn from each other? Can you imagine a presidential debate where the focus
was on learning, rather than winning?
Step 9 asks us to have concern for everybody, including those that we think are “ not like us.”
We are simply too interconnected to think we can ever thrive at the expense of someone else.
Armstrong suggests spending a day being mindful of every person who contributed to your
life that day. Think about it for a minute. Put on that shirt made in China and think about the
workers who created it. Sit down to breakfast and think about every person involved in
bringing that slice of toast to your table. Do that for even five minutes and you can't help but
feel connected and concerned.
Step ten is knowledge. Learn about other people. Pick a country or culture or faith tradition
that feels foreign to you and get to know it. Distrust hearsay and stereotypes. Develop
appreciation.
Step 11 is recognition. Recognize yourself in others. Recognize that of the holy in others.
And Armstrong's twelfth step – and remember, these all build on each other, so we're not
expected to try this one until we have slowly and consciously practiced and internalized all the

others – is to love your enemies.
There's a moment in Wendell Berry's wonderful novel, Jayber Crow. The title character,
Jayber, is a bachelor barber and something of a philosopher in the small Kentucky river town
of Port William. (and that does not begin to do justice to the rich complexity of his nature but I
hope it at least sets the scene.) Anyway, he's cutting the hair of a man he particularly dislikes,
and struggling with how to respond to that man's hateful and racist remarks. The dialogue
goes like this: “It was hard to do, but I quit cutting hair and looked at Troy. I said, “love your
enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you.” Tory jerked his head up
and widened his eyes at me. “Where did you get that crap?” I said, “Jesus Christ.” And Troy
said, “Oh.” it would have been a great moment in the history of Christianity, except that I did
not love Troy.” (from Jayber Crow by Wendell Berry, Counterpoint Books, 2000, p. 287)
Every religious tradition calls for us to have compassion, not only for those we think of as our
own people, or the people we happen to like, but for all people, difficult though it may be. But
“loving” our enemies is not necessarily about having warm fuzzy feelings toward them.
Armstrong tells us that when the book of Leviticus (which Jesus was quoting when he told his
followers to love their enemies) says “you must love your neighbor as yourself.” In that
context it is invoking not emotional language but legal language. The word translated as
“love” was used in legal treaties to indicate a promise to be helpful, to give support and aid,
even when it one's not in one's own immediate best interest to do so. So we don't have to
feel all mushy and sentimental toward our neighbors, but we do need to learn to wish for their
well being and regret their suffering. We must see in those neighbors a reflection of
ourselves, and want for them what we want for ourselves.
This is not work for the impatient, and it requires great courage. Whether or not any of us
choose to undertake it is a personal matter. I share it with you because I share Armstrong's
conviction that compassion is at the heart of true religion, and because her book captured the
attention of my impatient, judgmental heart and made me want to be otherwise.

